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INTRODUCTION

Teaching materials or instructional materials is a learning instrument consisting of knowledge, skills, and attitudes yang must be learned by students to achieve the standards of attention that have been determined. In detail, the types of material learning consist of knowledge (facts, concepts, principles, procedures), skills, and attitudes/values. Meanwhile, Prastowo (2014) explains that good teaching materials can support student learning and increase student success. Therefore, ideally, teaching materials should be adapted to the content used, adapted to the conditions of students and the conditions of the teacher.

There are several stages in the process of developing teaching materials such as in the ADDIE model which goes through the stages of Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. According to Pribadi & Putri (2019), design as an important instrument is the framework of the process of making teaching materials must be compiled based on the characteristics of potential users and competencies and learning objectives. Therefore, this study analyzed the need for teaching materials for students who are studying poetry appreciation courses at Kuningan University. Research is aimed at forming a design framework that complies with the standards of making teaching materials. The teaching materials are compiled and adapted into the theory of literary appreciation which then run down to the appreciation of poetry. Literary appreciation is very important because literary appreciation can enrich insights and subtleties of feelings. In other words, literary works are useful for life.

There are opinions that literature is beautiful and meaningful. Literature as a material for}
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reflection and reflection on life because it is coexistence in life. In line with previous opinion, it states the functions of literature including as entertainment, as an afterthought, as a discussion of lessons, as a medium of symbolic communication, and as an opening for the paradigm of a thinking (Harrison, 2010).

Appreciation activities are divided into three stages, according to Rusyana (1984) that the activity of appreciation of literary works goes through three levels, namely: 1) The first level. When the reader is intellectually, emotionally, and imaginatively engaged, that experience arises. 2) the Second level. When the reader begins to ask about something hidden in the literary work. 3) Third level. When the reader begins to realize the relationship of literary works with the world at large.

Apart from being a stage, appreciation can also be classified based on its activities. The thoughts and feelings that arise from a poem can be expressed through writing a poem, presenting a poem with a choir, dramatizing, illustrating, composing melodies for a poem, and creating miniature representations related to the theme of the poem. This is in line with who states that the activities carried out in the process of literary appreciation include creative activities. These activities include writing literary works, paraphrasing poems into prose, declaring poems, musicalizing poems, dramatizing poems, and so on.

One of the achievements in learning specific skills in the Indonesian National Qualifications Framework (KKNI) on the undergraduate students of Indonesian Language and Literature Education Program are being able to appreciate, express, and create Indonesian literary works orally and in writing. Appreciating, expressing, and creating means to love, enjoy, express, react and create literary works, be it poetry, fictional prose, and drama. These learning outcomes are arranged in order the graduates have skills in the field of literature and apply them (Hidayat et al., 2021) in literary learning. With qualified skills in the field of literature, hopefully the graduates will love, appreciate, and are able to teach and develop Indonesian literary works.

Need analysis can be seen through research (student interviews) and competency standards are compiled for the need for teaching materials of poetry appreciation intersects on student creativity in processing themselves towards poetry. Cultivating creativity requires a direct learning condition that affects itself and depends on the individual himself. Learning that develops methods about the personal approach is contextual learning.

The contextual approach is an educational process that aims to help students see the meaning in the academic material they are studying by connecting academic subjects with context in their daily lives. The context encompasses the context of personal, social, and cultural circumstances. The context presented will make the student understand and give meaning to the one he is studying (Creswell, 2012).

Referring on what Johnson states, contextual teaching materials can be a solution to solve difficulties in learning poetry appreciation. With contextual teaching materials, students are expected to be able to connect what they learn with how it is used in real life. The learning they have received is only a protrusion of the memorization level of a series of topics or subjects, but it is not followed by a deep understanding or understanding, which can be applied when they are dealing with new situations in their lives Related to the contextual approach, here are presented research results that show the effectiveness of the contextual approach used in learning.

As a basic thought that contextual learning in poetry appreciation courses can increase the learning outcomes, some studies (Andayani, 2018; Andriyana & Hidayat, 2021; Endarwati, 2018; Kertayasa et al., 2019; Maulidiyah et al., 2018; Pebriana, 2017; Solihah, 2018; Sucipta, 2019; Sukaharsilawati, 2018; Waraulia, 2018; Wati, 2019) produce significant and even satisfactory results. The results of the research and discussion show that the contextual approach used in learning is able to generate motivation, increase activity, creativity, and make students think critically so that the ability and learning outcomes of reading and writing literature (poetry, fictional prose) increase. The contextual approach allows students to develop the abilities they have optimally because students are encouraged to connect learning with daily life.

From the result of research, it can be concluded that poetry appreciation teaching materials developed based on contextual are more effectively used than ordinary teaching materials. Teaching materials developed based on a contextual approach can increase student activity in learning. This happen because the modules/teaching materials are more relevant and easier to understand. After all, they are based on the real world. By taking advantage of the fact
that the environment stimulates the nerve cells of the brain to form a path, this system focuses itself on context and relationships. The contextual approach connects the content of teaching materials with everyday life which then produces meaning. The contextual approach is an approach that fits the brain. The contextual approach works because it corresponds to the conscience of the human being who is hungry for meaning, according to the needs of the brain, and corresponds to the way nature works.

**METHOD**

This research is qualitative research with a descriptive approach. The research was conducted with Miles and Huberman techniques which have stages of data reduction, presentation, and inference/presentation. This research used student interview instruments about the need for poetry appreciation teaching materials given to students of Indonesian Language and Literature Education at Kuningan University as many as 26 questions. Lecturers and practitioners in the field of poetry appreciation were given 20 questions. Of the 46 questions, researchers found a reduction in data which then produced a table of students' needs for the necessary teaching materials. As a stage of inference and assessment of research results, researchers to the stage of discussion about the design presented in the discussion.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The results of research from students and lecturers/experts find that teaching materials have elements of feasibility of content, language, presentation, and graphics. The results of this reduction are adjusted to the assessment standards for the evaluation of teaching materials (Syah, 2006). After experiencing the reduction process of dozens of participants from the interview, a research result was found as presented in this journal.

**Contents**

Appreciation books are needed because the existence of books that are specifically about poetry appreciation has not been found and it is difficult to find in Indonesian. The existence of the theory is relatively minimal and only becomes a sub-theory requires the development of a detailed and integrated material structure to direct students in order to create a solid teaching material in theory.

The existing teaching materials require a contextual learning direction so students able to learn with their environment so that what is learned is easy to understand. The involvement of students with their environment is expected to be able to build a freer knowledge but they also focus on the goals and competencies of the targeted courses. The need to understand, read, write poetry is needed as the target of achievement of the poetry appreciation course. The existing teaching materials must not only have a complete theory but also lead to poetry appreciation skills such as musicalization, declamation, and dramatization of poetry.

**Language**

The language in the poetry appreciation teaching materials is packed with a formal variety and presented to make it easier for students to understand the theories and instructions in the book. The language used should be easy to understand so that the achievement of learning outcomes can be achieved. With the formal presentation of language, this book of appreciation of poetry must be arranged informatively so that what is developed and presented forms a complete understanding for students.

**Book presentation**

Books presented theories, opinions, experts, opinions of practitioners, and videos will unite students' understanding and bring out the value of contextuality. Students want a parallel and complete theoretical reviewer so that what is written becomes more interesting and causes interest in the content of the book.

**Look**

The presentation of the book is made more colorful and informative with pictures and videos embedded so what students read is not monotonous. The need for teaching materials should make students more enthusiastic about the content of the material with additional elements of technology and information embedded through barcodes and images or illustrations. The presentation of the layout is necessary more professionally so that what is presented is interesting.
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The reduction results from students, experts, and lecturers’ interviews lead to a framework of appreciation teaching materials that can be described based on the units that form the book, and the complete structure of the book. The design of teaching materials for poetry appreciation and the needs of the participants brings together the wishes of researchers and research participants to find new structures from the conditions of the previous teaching materials.

Teaching materials in the analysis stage must be adjusted to the competencies as it is agreed. Magdalena et al. (2020) explained that teaching materials must be compiled based on the competencies to be achieved. To meet these standards, appreciative teaching materials are compiled with theories and shortcomings that previously had not been owned by poetry appreciation books. The achievement of the course starts from the achievement of the course which based on research (Daeng et al., 2019) states that the teaching materials must be in accordance with the semester learning plan, the accuracy of the material, and supporting the learning material.

The composition of the semester learning plan leads to the determination of the achievements and sub-achievements of the course that can be compiled in teaching materials. So, the sub-achievement of the course which is the reference basis of a teaching material design is important to be formulated based on the needs analysis that has been carried out. The achievement of the course if formulated based on the results starts from the operational definition of understanding, applying, and assessing.

The operational verb understanding is a form of realization of knowledge represented in teaching materials in the preparation of standard theories and relies on definition in general and from expert opinion. At the stage of application as a course that leads to skills, poetry reading is not only understood by students but must be practiced as well. At the stage of judging as the concept of appreciation, students must be able to give an objective assessment of poetry and all forms of appreciation.

Of the three operational definitions, poetry appreciation teaching materials based on a contextual approach have a new formulation on the sub-achievements of the course which if formulated can be used as a reference in making teaching materials. The formulation of these sub-achievements is I. Knowing Poetry Appreciation I.A1: Building understanding poetry appreciation. I.A2: Explains the stages of poetry appreciation. I.A3: Comparing the types of poetry appreciation activities. II. Reading Poetry II. A1: Building understanding of reading poetry. II.A2: Formulates the steps of reading a poem. III. Preparation for Reading Poetry III.A1: Conducting poetry selection. III.A2: Analyzing the structure of the content of the poem. III.A3: Creating an artistic workbook for poetry reading IV. Poetry Reading Practice IV.A1: Perform basic exercises in sound processing, body exercise, and soul processing. IV.A2: Perform poetry reading exercises with equipment. V. Aspects of Poetry Reading and Assessment V.A1: Describes aspects of reading poetry. V.A2: Demonstrates the assessment of reading poetry.

In the development of teaching materials as stated in Syah (2006), each type of printed teaching material has its structure and characteristics. Course textbooks must have elements of title, basic competencies, learning materials, exercises, and assessments. Such formulation can be realized in the following graph.
The developments research in poetry in Khatib (2011) are still often interpreted in one sense if done with a conventional approach. Poetry must be interpreted close to its meaning. To get close to this, it requires an analysis and teaching to bring the reader closer to its meaning. The effectiveness of the analysis has been proven by Satinem et al. (2020) research with the development of poetry appreciation teaching materials that focus on analysis. Analytical skills as previously explained in the achievement of teaching materials.

The development of teaching materials of a contextual nature must correlate between learning and the social life of students (Afriani, 2018). It builds on the development of their knowledge, experience, and response to phenomena in the learner's environment.

Contextual learning relies on many aspects of the learning environment such as classrooms, laboratories, exhibitions, staging, employment, and many other things. Research on the development of poetry appreciation teaching materials with a contextual approach at the high school level has succeeded in making them better able to read and write poetry (Fuad et al., 2018).

From the review on the development of contextual teaching materials and poetry appreciation courses, students should first know the needs of employment or see those who work or are experienced in the field of poetry appreciation. The second need is a facility or place where poetry appreciation is carried out professionally with the assumption that it becomes a place of practice or is introduced in teaching materials. The literary laboratory is an ideal place to practice reading, musicalization, or dramatization. The development of technology to make videos is one of the learning media that can be included in teaching materials.

The development of video learning in 2022 and social media that is close to students as an element of contextual learning leads to the TikTok application. TikTok has a video duration that tends to be short from 30 seconds to a maximum of 3 minutes. This concept can be a teaching material contained in the book. The learning of Indonesian language and literature containing TikTok was written by several researchers such as: Aji (2018), Aji & Setiyadi (2020), Fatimah et al. (2021), and Ramdani et al. (2021) with satisfactory results on general material and appreciation.

YouTube media as the most famous video media and first superior in terms of duration is a learning media that has more value. This added value is evidenced by the success of your tube’s influence on the learning of poetry appreciation in research of Artika et al. (2021), Bakri & Yusni (2021), Fatimah et al. (2020) and Wedawati (2022). The development of YouTube and the success of researchers proving its influence is carried out on the aspects of beautiful reading, writing, and expressing as they wish. In YouTube media, the creativity and processing of video media has also become more varied and there is even an information technology collaboration.

The need for teaching materials of poetry appreciation based on contextual ties on the design side through previous formulations and research consists of several physical and non-physical components. The development of teaching materials requires many aspects and needs so that what is owned becomes more structured. More clearly the framework of the learning components of contextual-based poetry appreciation teaching materials can be seen in the following chart.

**CONCLUSION**

The design of contextual-based poetry appreciation teaching materials is a framework of ideas that are intellectual concepts. Design development by looking at needs studies and related research leads to development that brings closer to the value of contextuality of modern and z-generation students who are more likely to be close to social media. The form of textbooks in the form of printed teaching materials with the content of learning outcomes supported by media and learning facilities to define the characteristics of contextual poetry appreciation. The development of this design makes a framework that can be changed or added and can even be adapted directly into the teaching materials for
poetry appreciation made based on this research. What is stated in terms of theory and concept of ideas in this article may support the progress of poetry appreciation at the university and general levels.
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